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 “The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existence. 

One cannot help but be in awe when he contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of 

the marvelous structure of reality. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of 

this mystery each day’’- Einstein 

 

Mr. Suraj Prakash , an eminent Physics educationist , a GURU in the true sense initiated a 

revolutionary thought process amongst the students that ‘everyone can learn Physics ‘ 

He introduced the basic principles of Physics with various examples from everyday life and 

motivated the students of XI class  ( Batch of 2019-20)to believe that Physics is not taboo , it 

is as enjoyable as a game of cricket or unravelling some mysteries / puzzles. He reiterated that 

it is the perception of the child which makes a subject boring / dull or interesting. If a child 

finds a subject interesting, the learning becomes natural and for that we as teachers must arouse 

their natural curiosity 

He insisted on developing questioning skills and shared various methods like regular self study 

, internet based research in order to achieve an excellent percentage in internal as well as board 

exam of Physics . He also shared information regarding reference books which should be used 

by class XI and XII students to clear their misconceptions and develop a better understanding 



of the subject . He emphasized on brushing up the concepts of class IX /X once again to gain a 

mastery over concepts of class XI Physics  

It was also reiterated during the workshop ,the importance of studying  the Mathematics 

concepts like Calculus, geometry  etc well as they are the foundations of solving numericals in 

Physics . 

In addition , he also demonstrated various Physics based activities to ignite the experimental 

minds of Class XI students . He urged the students to develop a sense of doing the right 

estimation for which students were asked to simply estimate the weight of common objects like 

a coin , bag , one meter scale etc . He also pointed out that most of the teachers focus their 

energies on completion of syllabus whereas resources must be invested in developing 

investigatory skills amongst students ,which will make them adept for the real world .There 

were several examples sighted from wave optics which struck a common chord with the 

students and they wholeheartedly participated in the interactive process 

Lastly , the workshop ended with an informative and engaging Tedtalk by Mr. Ajoy Ghatak on 

Einstein’s work and his famous five research papers which revolutionised the entire scientific 

world .  

Indeed , it was an highly engaging and enriching session not only for students but also for the 

teachers. 

We at Bal Bharati , Noida really look forward to  many more such inspiring sessions by him 

specially for classes XI and XII . 
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